Flap endonucleases (FENs), essential for DNA replication and repair, recognize and remove RNA or DNA 5 0 -flaps. Related to FEN specificity for substrates with free 5 0 -ends, but controversial, is the role of the helical arch observed in varying conformations in substrate-free FEN structures. Conflicting models suggest either 5 0 -flaps thread through the arch, which when structured can only accommodate single-stranded (ss) DNA, or the arch acts as a clamp. Here we show that free 5 0 -termini are selected using a disorder-thread-order mechanism. Adding short duplexes to 5 0 -flaps or 3 0 -streptavidin does not markedly impair the FEN reaction. In contrast, reactions of 5 0 -streptavidin substrates are drastically slowed. However, when added to premixed FEN and 5 0 -biotinylated substrate, streptavidin is not inhibitory and complexes persist after challenge with unlabelled competitor substrate, regardless of flap length or the presence of a short duplex. Cross-linked flap duplexes that cannot thread through the structured arch react at modestly reduced rate, ruling out mechanisms involving resolution of secondary structure. Combined results explain how FEN avoids cutting template DNA between Okazaki fragments and link local FEN folding to catalysis and specificity: the arch is disordered when flaps are threaded to confer specificity for free 5 0 -ends, with subsequent ordering of the arch to catalyze hydrolysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Structure sensing 5
0 -nucleases are vital for DNA replication, repair, and recombination. Operating without regard to sequence, 5 0 -nucleases recognize defined nucleic acid junctions and catalyze the hydrolysis of specific phosphate diester bonds (1) (2) (3) . Exemplary junctions for 5 0 -nuclease cleavage are formed during lagging strand DNA replication and long-patch base excision repair (lpBER), where 5 0 -extensions (flaps) occur at adjacent duplexes (Okazaki fragments and lpBER intermediates) as a consequence of polymerase strand displacement synthesis. Divalent metal ion-dependent flap endonucleases (FENs), the prototypical 5 0 -nuclease family members, are the enzymes that catalyze removal of 5 0 -flaps. This hydrolytic processing yields 5 0 -phosphorylated-nicked DNAs for subsequent ligation and during human replication must take place at least 50 million times per cell cycle. The importance of 5
0 -flap elimination is demonstrated by the lethality of fen1 (À/À) knockouts in mammals (4) . FENs endonucleolytically remove 5 0 -flaps, thereby avoiding repetitive exonucleolytic processing. Even before structures of FEN proteins became available, it was suggested that FEN specificity for junctions with free 5 0 -termini, and discrimination against other junctions lacking this feature that occur at replication forks, could be achieved by threading the 5 0 -flap DNA through a hole in the protein (5) . Yet this proposal has remained controversial, and the basis for end specificity has remained enigmatic.
Subsequent structural studies did indeed reveal a hole in FEN proteins formed by helices linking the main DNA-binding domains straddling the active site ( Figure 1A ) (6, 7) . Known as the helical arch, this subdomain is partially disordered in some X-ray structures ( Figure 1B and Supplementary Figure S1A ) (8) (9) (10) . In structured form, the arch is only large enough to accommodate single-but not double-stranded (ds) DNA, appearing to account for FEN specificity. Support for a threading mechanism for end specificity came from biochemical experiments that suggested that forming a duplex within the 5 0 -single-stranded (ss) flap or binding of proteins to this region of substrates prevented the FEN reaction (11, 12) . Structural studies of bacteriophage T4FEN bound to a pseudo-Y (pY) DNA substrate did show a 5 0 -flap within the arch region (9) . However, in this complex, the DNA did not occupy the divalent metal ion-free active site and one helix of the arch was disordered ( Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure  S1B) . Nevertheless, models can be created using this structure by overlay with FENs crystallized with ordered arches showing the flap DNA passing through, although not yet positioned in the active site for reaction ( Figure 1D ), furthering controversy regarding a possible threading mechanism for specificity.
In contrast, several studies have challenged the hypothesis that the helical arch enforces FEN specificity. Apparently in conflict with earlier literature, human FEN1 (hFEN1) has been demonstrated to endonucleolytically process so-called gapped flap substrates (13). Gapped flaps contain a short 5 0 -region of duplex that cannot pass through a structured helical arch. Other biochemical studies on the question of FEN 5 0 -flap accommodation have also produced results that are apparently at odds with a threading model (14,15). Thus, as an alternative to passage of substrate through the arch, this subdomain has been suggested instead to act as a clamp (3, 7, 14, 16) . One possible explanation of FEN specificity known as tracking in which FENs were proposed to initially interact with ss flaps either by threading or clamping and slide along these until junctions were encountered has been discredited (2, 3, (11) (12) (13) (16) (17) (18) .
Deciphering the origins of FEN1 specificity for 5 0 -flaps is made more complex by other 5 0 -nucleases that are sequence related to FENs but have differing specificities (1) (2) (3) 19) . In humans, EXO1, the mismatch and resection 5 0 -nuclease is most closely related to FEN1. EXO1 catalyses the processive hydrolyses of the 5 0 -termini of gapped, nicked and blunt duplex DNAs. Like FEN1, EXO1 can also endonucleolytically remove 5 0 -flaps (20) . Another superfamily member XPG, the 5 0 -nuclease of nucleotide excision repair (NER), acts upon bubble substrates (21) . The major human Holliday junction resolvase is suggested to be GEN1, another superfamily member (22) . However, neither NER bubbles nor four-way junctions possess free 5 0 -termini in vivo. The 5 0 -portion of these substrates could therefore not be passed through an arch.
Recent structures of hFEN1 and hEXO1 bound to substrates and products in the presence of active site metal ions highlight the similarities between 5 0 -nuclease superfamily members ( Figure 1E ) (2, 3, 23) . Despite analogous structures for hFEN1 and hEXO1 complexes with product DNAs, which include conserved contacts between the cleaved 5 0 -phosphate and helical arch residues ( Figure 1F ), differing interpretations for the requirement for threading versus clamping indicate that key questions regarding the basis for substrate specificities within the FEN-like 5 0 -nucleases remain. Here, using functional studies with modified DNAs, we resolve how FENs accommodate the 5 0 -region of substrates, demonstrate that processing of 5 0 -gapped flaps is an hFEN1 activity that proceeds by the same mechanism and propose a universal model for departure of DNA from the active sites of 5 0 -nuclease superfamily members. Moreover, our results explain how FENs can function to rapidly remove flaps during replication without risk of destroying template DNA between Okazaki fragments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Over-expression and purification of T5FEN and hFEN1 T5FEN and hFEN1 (wild-type and K93A) were over-expressed and purified as described (2, 24) .
Synthesis and purification of oligonucleotide substrates
Oligonucleotides (ODNs) were synthesized using an ABI model 394 DNA/RNA synthesizer or by DNA Technology A/S (Risskov, Denmark) using 5 0 -fluorescein-CE-phosphoramidite (6-FAM) or 3 0 -(6-FAM)-CPG to incorporate 5 0 -FAM or 3 0 -FAM, respectively, and biotin TEG phosphoramidite to add biotin (Link Technologies, Lanarkshire, UK). The long tether 3 0 -biotin substrate [21 nt pY-3 0 B] was constructed using 3 0 -biotin TEG followed by three additions of spacer-CE-phosphoramidite-18. ODNs were purified by reverse-phase (RP) HPLC (Waters Â bridge 10 Â 250 mm C-18 column) using triethylammonium acetate buffers pH 6.5 with a gradient of acetonitrile. Purified ODNs were desalted using NAP-10 columns and subjected to MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Residual divalent metal ion contaminants were removed by treatment with Chelex resin. Experimental MWs were all within 3 Da of calculated. A complete list of ODNs is contained in Supplementary Figure S2 .
Determination of the rate of decay of enzyme substrate complexes Substrates were annealed as described (13, 17) . Enzyme and substrate were pre-incubated at 20 C (hFEN1) or on ice (T5FEN) for 2 min in 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM DTT and 0.1 mg/ml BSA (hFEN; calcium buffer) or 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and 0.1 mg/ml BSA (T5FEN; EDTA buffer) to form 'premixed' complexes. If required, five equivalents (with respect to [S]) of streptavidin (SA) were added before ('blocked' reactions) or after ('trapped' reactions) addition of enzyme and incubated accordingly for 5 min. Increasing the concentration of streptavidin did not alter the outcome. Samples were warmed at 37 C, and the reaction was initiated by mixing with an equal amount of magnesium buffer as above but containing 16 mM MgCl 2 instead of CaCl 2 , (hFEN1) or 20 mM MgCl 2 instead of EDTA (T5FEN). The final concentrations of enzyme and substrate were 500 nM and 5 nM, respectively. For 'trapped' and 'premixed' reactions, sampling was carried out using quench flow apparatus (RQF-63 quench flow device, Hi-Tech Sci Ltd., Salisbury, UK). After time delays of 6.4 ms to 51.2 s, quench (8 M Urea containing 80 mM EDTA) was added. 'Blocked' reactions were sampled manually. Reactions were analyzed by dHPLC equipped with a fluorescence detector (Wave Õ system, Transgenomic, UK) as described (13, 17, 25, 26) . After quenching the presence of SA did not alter the dHPLC retention time with tetrabutyl ammonium bromide as the ion-pairing reagent (Supplementary Figure S3) . The formation of product formed over time (P t ) was fitted to Equation (1) , to determine the first-order rate constant (k) where P 1 is the amount of product at end point:
Competition experiments
Competitor ODNs were pY or double-flap substrates without FAM label or biotin (Supplementary Figure  S2) . Enzyme and FAM-biotin-substrate were incubated at 20 C for 2 min (hFEN1) or on ice for 2 min (T5FEN) in either calcium buffer (hFEN1) or EDTA buffer (T5FEN) as above. For 'trapped' reactions, five equivalents of SA were added followed by incubation for a further 1 min. Competitor substrate was then added, and the mixtures were incubated for 10 min at 37 C. Increasing this time to 20 min had no impact on the outcome. An equal volume of magnesium buffer (as above) was added to initiate reaction producing final concentrations of enzyme (500 nM), FAM-labeled substrate (5 nM) and competitor (2.5 mM, T5FEN; 5 mM, hFEN1). Reactions were sampled, quenched and the amount of product determined as above. In experiments where streptavidin and/or competitor were not added an equal volume of appropriate buffer was, and all samples underwent identical incubations. (27) was used to construct an ODN with 3 0 -FAM and a 5
Preparation of azide-alkyne ODN
0 -alkyne (6-Hexyn-1-yl-(2-cyanoethyl)-(N,Ndiisopropyl)-phosphoramidite (Glen Research) using mild/fast deprotection phopshoramidites for dC, dA and dG. Following 1 mmol scale synthesis, the CPG-bound ODN was treated with 200 ml of 11-Azido-3,6,9-trioxaundecan-1-amine:acetonitrile:DBU at a ratio of 9:9:2 at 37 C for 48 h with gentle mixing. Concentrated NH 3 (aq) (1 ml) was then added and the mixture left for a further 72 h at room temperature. After evaporation to dryness, the residue was suspended in water (150 ml) and extracted with diethyl ether (3 Â 500 ml). The aqueous layer was removed and then purified by HPLC as described above. MW (AA-HP) 11 173.56 calculated; 11 176 found.
Preparation of triazole ODN
Reactions contained AA-HP (10 nmol) mixed with CuSO 4 .5H 2 O (750 nmol) sodium ascorbate (30 mmol) and tris-3-hydroxypropyltriazolylamine (28) (21 mmol) in a total volume of 1 ml with NaCl (final concentration 0.2 M) and were incubated at room temperature overnight with gentle mixing. The reaction mixture was desalted (NAP-10) and purified by RPHPLC under denaturing conditions (as for other ODNs but at 55 C). The triazole ODN (Z-HP) eluted 3.3 min earlier than AA-HP ( Figure 5C ).
Determination of the rates of the reaction of triazole cross-linked gapped substrates
Kinetic analysis was carried out using GAP DF-AA and GAP DF-Z substrates at a concentration of 50 nM, with 5 pM WT hFEN1 or 2.5 nM K93A at 37 C in 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 8 mM MgCl 2 , 1mM DTT and 0.1 mg/ml BSA. Samples of reaction mixture were quenched in an equal volume of 250 mM EDTA, pH 8.0. Reactions were analyzed as above. Initial rates of reaction were obtained from plots of amount of product versus time.
RESULTS
A 5 0 -block inhibits FEN catalyzed reactions
To test whether FENs use a threading or clamping mechanism, we used biotinylated substrates to which streptavidin (SA) could be bound ( Table S1 ). Neither did adding SA to reactions of non-biotinylated substrates. However, the rates of Mg 2+ initiated reaction of T5FEN-substrate 'blocked' complexes formed by adding SA-conjugated substrates to enzyme differed by three orders of magnitude depending on the biotinylation site ( Figure 2B and C). Table S2 ). 
-Substrate trapping does not inhibit reaction
To test whether the 5 0 -block prevented substrates threading through the helical arch and to rule out that 5 0 -streptavidin itself was inhibitory, we formed 5 0 -trapped complexes ( Figure 2B ). A trapped complex contained the same ingredients as a blocked complex, but the order of the addition of reagents differed. Without viable cofactor present, T5FEN and biotinylated substrate were premixed to form a complex, potentially allowing threading to take place and then excess SA was added. Upon initiation of reaction with Mg 2+ , the rate of decay of 5 0 -trapped complexes was only 2-fold slower than premixed complexes where no SA was added and was 2000 times faster than 5 0 -blocked complexes.
To further test that 5 0 -SA-trapped complexes were the result of threading, we challenged FAM-labeled substrate complexes with excess unlabeled substrate prior to initiation of reaction. Threaded 5 0 -trapped complexes would be predicted to have a dissociation rate commensurate with the biotin-streptavidin interaction and should therefore be essentially irreversible and resistant to competition on shorter time scales. Labeled substrate was competed from non-SA premixed complexes; the amount of FAM-product observed upon initiation of reaction with Mg 2+ was consistent with ratio of labeled to unlabeled material and the concentration of enzyme (Figure 2C and D; Supplementary Figure S4) . However, 5
0 -SAtrapped complex could not be competed away; the amount of product observed in this case was similar to that produced by the non-challenged trapped complex. In contrast, with the 3 0 -biotinylated substrate, the SA 'trapping' procedure resulted in a readily exchanged complex ( Figure 2C and D) . Combined blocking, trapping and competition experiments imply the 5 0 -portion of T5FEN substrates needs to be threaded through the helical arch for optimal enzyme activity. hFEN1 uses the same mechanism for short and long 5 0 -flaps hFEN1 catalyzed reactions have been suggested to proceed by two different mechanisms, dependent on 5 0 -flap length (16) . Longer flaps are posited to thread through the helical arch, whereas substrates with shorter 5 0 -flaps (<6 nt) are supposed to not thread. Thus, to determine whether hFEN1 does indeed support two different mechanisms, we conducted experiments analogous to those described for T5FEN using 5 0 -biotinylated double flap (DF) substrates having 3 and 21 nt 5 0 -flaps ( Figure 3A) . As with T5FEN, biotinylation of substrates had negligible impact on hFEN1 catalytic parameters (Supplementary Table S1 ).
Premixed, blocked and trapped hFEN1 substrate complexes were created in the presence of catalytically inert Ca 2+ ( Figure 2B ) (30, 31) . Results are analogous to those obtained with T5FEN. Rates of reactions of 5 0 -blocked complexes were decreased by three or four orders of magnitude dependent on flap length ( Figure 3B ). Similar reductions in reaction rates were also observed under multiple turnover conditions (Supplementary  Table S2 ). In contrast, 5 0 -SA-trapped hFEN1 complexes behaved like premixed complexes containing non-SA substrates ( Figure 3B ). When challenged with excess unlabeled substrate prior to initiation of reaction, premixed enzyme-substrate complexes were readily competed ( Figure 3C and Supplementary Figure S4 ). In contrast, 5
0 -SA-trapped complexes persisted and underwent hydrolysis. Importantly, similar outcomes are observed regardless of the length of the 5 0 -flap, and all data are in accord with a threading but against a clamping mechanism for all lengths of 5 0 -flap. Unlike T5FEN and despite saturating conditions for the hFEN1-substrate interaction, the proportion of complex that was trapped (i.e. cleaved at 60 s, approximately 500 half-lives for trapped substrates) was altered by the conditions of pre-incubation ( Figure 3D ). Although some hFEN1-substrate complex was trapped in the presence of EDTA (15-20%), a greater proportion of substrate was trapped in the presence of Ca 2+ ions (75-80%). Altering the temperature at which SA was added did not significantly alter the outcome. The portion of complex that did not react on a subsecond time scale decayed with a similar rate to 5 0 -SA blocked species. Thus, in EDTA the hFEN1-substrate complex is in equilibrium between threaded and non-threaded complexes both of which can be captured by 5 0 -SA. The amount of fast-reacting product reflects the equilibrium state between these two forms. When the trapping procedure is carried out with non-catalytic Ca 2+ ions present, this equilibrium was altered in favor of the more catalytically proficient species (Supplementary Figure S5) . These differences between higher and lower evolutionary FENs can be accounted for by their respective structures. As revealed by the T4FEN-PsY complex charged and aromatic residues of the partially structured arch interact with the flap in a state where it is not active site positioned due to lack of divalent ions (9). These residues are largely functionally conserved in T5FEN, but not in hFEN1. In hFEN1, the considerable repulsion afforded by the metal-free seven carboxylate active site, together with the possible influence of active site metals on arch conformation, presumably results in a requirement for divalent ions for flap accommodation.
Gap and flap endonuclease activities occur via the same mechanism
Structured helical arches are not large enough for duplex DNAs to pass through. Despite this and somewhat controversially, hFEN1 supports endonucleolytic reactions of gapped flaps containing short duplexes (11,13). To determine whether reactions of gapped substrates are a bona fide activity of hFEN1 instead of a co-purifying activity from Escherichia coli, we compared rates of hydrolysis of gapped and flap substrates with wild-type and K93A mutant hFEN1. Both proteins were rigorously purified using the same procedure. In hFEN1 and hEXO1 structures, this helical arch lysine, known to be important for catalysis in vitro and in vivo, contacts the 5 0 -phosphate monoester of product DNA positioned on active site metal ions and is suggested to act as an electrostatic catalyst ( Figure 1F) (2,3,32,33) . The gapped DF substrate contained a short stable hairpin within the 5 0 -flap ( Figure 4A ). The rate of reactions with the 21 nt DF and the gapped DF were both severely decreased with the K93A mutant, emphasizing that hFEN1 is responsible for the cleavage and that this reaction is mechanistically similar to the endonucleolytic incision of flaps lacking secondary structure ( Figure 4B ).
To ascertain whether gapped substrates are passed through the hFEN1 helical arch, a 5 0 -hairpin DF with a biotin label added to the hairpin turn was used ( Figure 4A ). Duplex stability was unaffected by biotin addition (Supplementary Figure S6A and S6B). Results were identical to those of 5 0 -ss-flap substrates. 5 0 -Blocking the gapped DF with SA severely decreases the rate of reaction ( Figure 4C) . Similarly, trapped complexes can be formed when SA is added after pre-incubation of biotinylated substrate with hFEN1; the rate of decay of these complexes is analogous to those premixed in the absence of SA. Additionally, although premixed gapped biotin DF-hFEN1 complex was readily competed by unlabeled substrate, it was not competed when 5 0 -trapped with SA ( Figure 4D and Supplementary Figure S4 ). Thus even a short duplex contained within a 5 0 -flap is able to pass through the helical arch.
hFEN1 processes gapped flaps without resolving secondary structure A possible mechanism for accommodation of 5 0 -gapped-flap substrates within the helical arch involves passage of a transient ss species (13,16). To test if 5 0 -duplexes must become ss for FEN processing, we formed a hairpin where the secondary structure within the 5 0 -flap could not be resolved due to a covalent cross-link. The triazole cross-link was formed by Cu(I) catalyzed Huisgen [3+2] cycloaddition reaction ('Click chemistry') of an alkyne and azide ( Figure 5 ). Introduction of an azide was achieved using the convertible nucleoside sulfone (27) (Figure 5A ), which after ODN assembly was reacted with an amino-PEG-azide before removal from the CPG support. The resultant azido functionalized 2,6-diaminopurine derivative base paired with the 5 0 -terminal dT of the hairpin ( Figure 5B ). An alkyne was introduced to the 5 0 -terminus using commercially available 5 0 -hexynyl phosphoramidite. Formation of the cross-linked hairpin was monitored by reversed-phase HPLC ( Figure 5B and C). The resultant cross-linked oligomer, which no longer exhibited a temperaturedependent melting transition (Supplementary Figure S6C  and D) , was hybridized to a template strand to yield a locked-hairpin gapped DF substrate. hFEN1-catalyzed cleavage of this non-resolvable substrate proceeded with only a modest 2-fold reduction in rate ( Figure 5D and E). Thus, accommodation of substrates with short duplex regions within the 5 0 -flap does not require the resolution of secondary structure.
Implications of threading or clamping models
To understand the implications of threading and clamping models for 5 0 -nucleases, we examined hFEN1 and hEXO1 product DNA structures. Both complexes show the respective product 5 0 -phosphate monoesters bound by two active site divalent metal ions and superfamily conserved Lys93 and Arg100 residues (hFEN1 numbering) from the first helix (a4) of the helical arch ( Figure 1F) (2,3) . Three routes are possible for ssDNA extending from the 5 0 -phosphate, depicted schematically in Figure 6A . Following a simple linear path threads the DNA through the helical arch so that it encloses the first added nucleotide joined to the scissile bond ( Figure 6A , route 1). For flapless DNAs that are substrates for both FENs and EXO1, this corresponds to the terminal 5 0 -nucleotide of the substrate. Introducing a turn at this nucleotide was necessary to create clamping models that allowed substrate to depart either side of the arch. Passing in front of a4 is unhindered but requires the phosphate backbone of the flap to approach the backbone of the substrate duplex ( Figure 6A, route 2) . Departure of substrate past the other side of the arch involves inserting the ssDNA between a5 and a2 ( Figure 6A , route 3) (3). Route 3 is not feasible in hFEN1 or hEXO1 since this path is blocked by interactions between the a5-a6 linker and a2, but has recently been suggested to be the way XPG would accommodate NER bubbles (3) . Similar models can also be created with bacteriophage FENs, where arch architecture differs slightly (Supplementary Figure S7) . Notably, all clamping models only predict close proximity of the 5 0 -nuclease and the first 2-4 nt joining the scissile phosphate diester at the base of 5 0 -flaps.
DISCUSSION
The way FENs accommodate 5 0 -flaps and whether this in turn confers substrate selectivity have been longstanding questions. This puzzle is further complicated by the 5 0 -nuclease superfamily, where structurally related proteins with conserved active sites catalyze the same reaction, but preferentially act on different nucleic acid structures (1) . Furthermore, despite long-held notions that FEN specificity is mediated by initial recognition of a free 5 0 -ss flap, analyses show that FENs initially bind the two-way junctions of substrates largely by complementary strand interactions (2, 3, (11) (12) (13) 16, 17, 34) . Recent structural analyses imply that double nucleotide unpairing of the reacting duplex is required to form a catalytically competent complex with contact between active site ions and the scissile bond (1-3,30,31) . Thus, determining how FENs accommodate the 5 0 -portion of substrate is essential to understand how the reaction competent complex is formed. Furthermore, this information together with known differences in specific regions of various FEN superfamily members may suggest how this mechanism is adapted by other 5 0 -nucleases to substrates that lack free 5 0 -termini. Our experiments, tested with two FEN family members, were designed to differentiate between threading and clamping models, and functionally determine how FENs accommodate 5 0 -flaps. When the 53 kDa streptavidin tetramer is bound to the 5 0 -flap before the addition of enzyme, reactions catalyzed by T5FEN and hFEN1 are 0 B illustrating the effects of order of the SA addition on the rates of reaction. Note: the X-axis (time) is in log format. Premixed (black), blocked (cyan) and trapped (pink) were assembled, and then the reaction was initiated as in Figure 3B . All data points are the result of three independent experiments (error bars omitted for clarity). Rate constants are summarized in Supplementary Table S3B . (D) The concentrations of product formed at various time intervals after initiation of reactions of trapped and premixed gapped flap complexes that were challenged with excess competitor as in Figure 3C , before addition of magnesium buffer to initiate reaction. Concentrations of product formed from trapped complexes with and without the addition of competitor are shown in white and pink, respectively. Concentration of product formed from premixed complexes challenged with competitor is shown in gray. All data points are the result of three independent experiments with standard errors shown. See also Supplementary Figure S3. inhibited consistent with streptavidin blocking the flap from threading though the arch ( Figure 6A, route 1) . Inhibition did not occur when streptavidin was added to the preformed enzyme-substrate complex, showing that streptavidin itself is not inhibitory and consistent with the hypothesis that the flap has already passed through the archway. Moreover, inhibition did not occur when streptavidin was added to the 3 0 -terminus of substrate before interaction with T5FEN, again showing that streptavidin itself is not inhibitory, but that its positioning on substrate is critical to the inhibition. The lack of displacement of labeled substrates by competitor from complexes where T5FEN or hFEN1 is added before 5 0 -streptavidin, contrasts with the ready competition of non-streptavidin conjugated complexes. This is consistent with a model where the 5 0 -flap is threaded through the arch and is trapped in this state by streptavidin.
In contrast, it is difficult to reconcile these results with clamping models where the substrate passes on either side of the arch ( Figure 6A, routes 2 and 3) . 5
0 -Streptavidin should not interfere with reactions proceeding by a clamping mechanism; indeed measured dissociation constants for hFEN1 5 0 -biotinylated substrates with long flaps ± streptavidin without cofactor ions are identical (16) . The length of the 5 0 -flap in our substrates, particularly those with 21 nt flaps or gapped flaps, is much greater than the 2-4 nt that would be needed to pass the edge of the arch in either direction. An unlikely scenario where 5 0 -streptavidin produced non-exchangeable clamped (trapped) species would require an interaction between the tetramer and both T5FEN and hFEN1, regardless of the 5 0 -flap length. The possibility of a fortuitous interaction with streptavidin is ruled out by the lack of inhibition observed with the 3 0 -modified substrate where the length of the biotin linker could still allow interaction with the arch region of FENs. Together, our results strongly argue against a clamped structure and favor the threaded structure as the catalytically proficient form of T5FEN and hFEN1 that reacts on a biologically relevant timescale. Figure 5D . Reactions contained 50 nM substrate and either 5pM (WT) or 2.5 nM (K93A) in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 8 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM DTT and 0.1 mg/ml BSA.
Despite the dimensions of structured helical arches that will not permit ds nucleic acid to pass through, our data show that substrates with a short gapped 5 0 -duplex behave similarly to 5 0 -ss flaps and must also be passed through the arch. Furthermore, resolution of secondary structure is not required to achieve this. This observation rules out a mechanism where FENs thread DNA through a structured archway and implies a model where the 5 0 -portion of substrate is initially passed through the unstructured or partially structured arch seen in many FEN structures ( Figure 6B ) (8, 9) . Our comparisons of FEN crystal structures, which underscore the flexibility of the arch region even in the crystal environment, are consistent with the opening of the arch rather than the melting of the gapped DNA. Once 5 0 -flap or 5 0 -gapped duplex DNA is through the disordered loop, adopting the helical structure correctly positions the catalytic lysine and arginine residues for interaction with the unpaired scissile phosphate diester at the active site metals ( Figures 1F and 6B and C), thereby linking reaction site selection to catalysis. Our disorder-thread-order model explains data that appeared at odds with the threading of substrates through a closed aperture, such as the ability of FENs to process 2 0 -branched flaps or those with moderately bulky modifications such as (cis)-diamine dichloroplatinum (CPPD) adducts and thymine dimers (14,15). Threading though a disordered arch also eliminates concerns with an earlier bind and then thread hypothesis that proposed passing 5 0 -flaps through a structured archway (18) . The act of binding the complementary DNA junction orients the 5 0 -portion of the substrate into the disordered/partially ordered arch region of the protein, and consequently there is no requirement for an energy source to push or pull a 5 0 -flap through a small aperture.
Considering the diverse range of substrates that the 5 0 -nuclease superfamily can process, devising a mechanism that is consistent with all family members and that can readily explain differences in overall specificity is a formidable challenge. Nevertheless, the junction binding abilities of 5 0 -nucleases moderated by hydrophobic wedges revealed by recent structures of hFEN1 and hEXO1 are consistent with adaptation to recognition of the bubble and four-way junction substrates of XPG and GEN1 (2, 3) . Similarly, as the site of reaction in all family members is predominantly 1 nt into a duplex, the double nucleotide unpairing mechanism implied by hFEN1 and hEXO1 structures seems likely to apply to all family members (1-3,30,31) . As the hEXO1 helical arch so closely resembles that of hFEN1, it seems probable that this too uses a disorder-thread-order mechanism ( Figure 6E ). However, a considerable problem arises regarding how the 5 0 -portion of GEN1 and XPG substrates are accommodated. The data presented here do show that catalysis of reactions of blocked substrates can occur, albeit on a non-biologically significant time scale. Analogously, a chimera of the XPG junction binding domain with a FEN helical arch can cleave bubbles, albeit very slowly (2) . Thus, if the features that encode specificity for free 5 0 -termini are removed, processing of bubbles and Holliday junctions could take place. Superfamily sequence comparisons of the arch subdomain and juxtaposed regions reveal that whilst all members conserve the base of a4 that contains conserved basic residues that interact with the scissile phosphate, the latter part of this helix and a5, called the 'helical cap', is not conserved by XPG and GEN1 (Figure 6C and D) . If in XPG and GEN1 this region of the protein adopts a structure that does not close an aperture around substrates but instead creates a groove or cleft to accommodate a single non-base paired nucleotide, then the departure of all superfamily substrates from the active site can take a similar route past the catalytically relevant a4 residues ( Figure 6A , route 1 and Figure 6E-G) .
The disorder-thread-order mechanism revealed by the results presented here has implications for the roles of FEN1 and EXO1 during replication and repair and their ability to maintain genome fidelity. Gapped flaps containing short regions of duplex do not drastically alter FEN activity. When such gapped flaps form (e.g. from repeating sequences), they will not severely inhibit FEN1 activity protecting against genome expansions unless flap duplexes are bound stably by proteins (35) . However, when duplexes in the 5 0 -portion of substrates are very long or lack a 5 0 -terminus, they will inhibit the activity of 5 0 -nucleases that thread substrates underneath a helical cap. This applies to gapped DNAs occurring between Okazaki fragments during lagging strand replication or as a response to damage. For these gapped DNAs, potentially two junction binding modes of FEN1 and EXO1 could result in reaction at a free 5 0 -terminus or of the continuous (in replication, parental) strand (Figure 7) . The disorder-thread-order model predicts FEN1 or EXO1 catalyzed reaction of the continuous strand is strongly selected against because a long duplex could not pass through the aperture. Thus even when gaps are too small for ss binding proteins to associate with the continuous strand it remains protected from EXO1 and FEN1 action supporting genome fidelity. In contrast, a clamping mechanism would not protect the genome in this way.
The disorder-thread-order mechanism also has implications for targeting FENs for therapeutic intervention and for possible mechanisms for control of activity in other superfamily members including the more distantly related 5 0 -exoribonucleases. The importance of FEN activity in all organisms (4, 33, 36, 37) , differences between higher and lower evolutionary FENs and other superfamily members (1) (2) (3) 6, 9, 17, 19, 30) , and the high levels of FEN1 expression in cancer cells (38) , all hold promise Figure 7 . Models of FEN1 and EXO1 substrate interactions and their implications for genome integrity. The gapped junction between Okazaki fragments during lagging strand replication, or an equivalent structure produced as a response to damage, could be bound by FEN1 and EXO1 in two different ways. Both threading and clamping models could lead to reaction at the free 5 0 -termini after double nucleotide unpairing, with the 5 0 -nucleotide contained within or clamped by the arch (left). FENs readily process gapped flaps that contain short regions of duplex by threading them through the disordered arch. However, when the duplex is long or lacks 5 0 -termini, it could not pass through the arch and so reaction on the continuous strand is selected against, thus protecting genome integrity (right). In contrast if the 5 0 -portion of the substrate were clamped, the reaction of the continuous strand could occur.
for possible antibacterial, antiviral or anticancer therapies. Thus, the search for FEN-specific inhibitors has been initiated (39) . A requirement for disorder-order transition provides new inhibition strategies directed at preventing structural changes to be explored. Extending the possibility of disorder-order transitions of the base of a4 to other family members, regardless of whether they thread substrates under the helical cap or place them in a groove, suggests the possibility for control of activity of larger family members (EXO1, XPG and GEN1) through intra-and/or inter-molecular protein-protein interactions (3). The 5 0 -nucleases of RNA degradation Xrn1 and Xrn2 (Rat1 in yeast) conserve the FEN active site including equivalent positioning of lysine and arginine residues on an arch-like domain, seen as partially disordered in current structures (40) (41) (42) . However, unlike FENs, these enzymes produce only mononucleotide products not flaps from 5 0 -phosphorylated but not m 7 GpppN-capped RNAs. It is interesting to note that exit from the back of the 'arch' is blocked in XRNs, and extending the threading model, this could explain both their specificity for 5 0 -phosphorylated species and the size of their products. Multiple rounds of disorder-thread-order transitions may be required for processive hydrolysis by these enzymes.
In contrast to other members of the superfamily, FENs are not activated by other proteins (3, 43) . Additionally, hFEN1 interaction partners have only modest effects on activity and do not downregulate it (44) . Yet, in vitro hFEN1 is an extraordinarily efficient enzyme on DF substrates with second-order rate constants that approach those for the diffusional encounter of biomolecules (10 7 À 10 9 /M/s) (13). Post-translational modifications may alter activity at certain cell cycle phases (45) , but during replication FEN discrimination is paramount. FENs must only process substrates with free 5 0 -termini and not endanger the genome by cutting other junctions that are formed at replication forks. In particular, FENs must not destroy template DNA between Okazaki fragments. A single nucleotide 3 0 -flap binding site in hFEN1 affords some preference for the products of displacement synthesis (2, 13, 46) . In concert, passing the 5 0 -portion of substrates through a disordered aperture, which then orders to position catalytic residues, couples substrate selection to catalysis and provides exquisite specificity for substrates that possess free non-protein bound 5 0 -termini. 
